«Thank you Prof Hoffman for your amazing opening lecture»

Why Paris?
- Paris is a place to be and still the king for tourism, with more than 15.5 million foreign visitors; the "highest level in 10 years";
- Paris light has the top spot in the Youthful Cities Affordability Index, thanks to its high minimum wage,
- Paris gets the No. 1 spot for biggest bike share system of any city outside of Asia,
- Ask anyone around the world which city is the city of Romance and they’ll all say Paris,

But what about you? Tell us about your vision of Paris on our social medias

Don’t miss
- OUR PLENARY OF THE DAY: « USING LABORATORY SCIENCE TO INDIVIDUALISE CARE IN DIABETES » BY PROF. HATTERSLEY
- THE PARALELL SYMPOSIA:
  - ASSESSING CARDIOVASCULAR RISK: BEYOND LDL CHOLESTEROL AND APO B
  - EXOSOMES AND OTHER EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES AS DISEASE BIOMARKERS
  - ENGAGING PATIENTS WITH LABORATORY MEDICINE
  - QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY BY TARGETED MASS SPECTROMETRY
  - ADDING VALUE TO LABORATORY TESTS

How does Euromedlab influence your day to day practice?
Dr. Rosa Sierra Amor, Mexico: « I want to meet the experts in laboratory medicine, I want to learn about the state of the art technologies and meet friends ».

Dr. Thiago Guimares, Portugal: « Euromedlab is the main event in laboratory medicine because of the deep connection with the clinical expectations. See the program and please maintain this high level »

Dr. Montserrat Blanes, Paraguay: « It’s an opportunity for continuous working for the relation to IFCC with south American Region. Euromedlab allows to meet the experts and invite them to come to our future congress and stimulate the knowledge cascade ».

Poster walk
In order to encourage discussion, a number of posters have been selected for the Poster Walk Discussion.
The author of selected posters is kindly requested to be by the poster panel from 13:30 to 14:30 to present the poster to the coordinator and the audience, within a time limit of max 3 min.
The chair will guide the walk and the discussion.
All delegates wishing to attend poster walks must be at the first poster panel (see poster panel code) at 13:30.

Number of the day
The Bolero dance of the opening ceremony was setup as a unique version for the Euromedlab attendees.

Picture of the day: now let’s dance with science ;-)